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Vettel streets ahead in Valencia but
his teammate steals the limelight

RED Bull’s Sebastian Vettel easily won the European Grand Prix
ahead of Lewis Hamilton in an incident filled race around the
streets of the Spanish port of Valencia. This race marked the half
way point of the Formula 1 season, and with most teams having
brought significant upgrades to the race in Valencia a clear
picture of the form to be expected from teams has been
formulated.
It was important for both Vettel and Red Bull to reassert their
positions at the front of the field after their lack of race pace in
Montreal and the Turkish Grand Prix clash between Vettel and his
teammate.
This race was expected to be one that Red Bull would struggle
to compete with the McLaren and Ferrari. But throughout the
weekend the Red Bull set the pace and during the race Vettel
was not under significant under pressure once the safety car
shook up the order at the front of the field.
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MOTORSPORT North East Stages Rally Preview

Rallying back on
the agenda this
weekend

SUNDAY will see rallying return to the
area for the first time since the
successful running of the start of
April’s Circuit of Ireland Rally when
the North East Stages Rally takes
place, writes Stephen English.
This weekend’s event is organised
by the North East Motor Club, who
also ran the start of the Circuit of
Ireland so successfully. The club was

formed in 1996 and has staged this
rally since 2000 as a single stage
event. This year’s event though
marks the first time that multiple
stages will be run during the rally.
Counting as an event on both the
Midland’s East Rally Championship
and the Honda Cup a large field is
expected to compete. In the Honda
Cup there have been two rallies so
far this season with the first rally
amazingly seeing all competitors fail
to finish after a surprising turn of
events saw all the crews suffer
mechanical maladies of one form or
another. The next round, the Carlow
Stages Rally, saw Richard Whelan and

Colin Fitzgerald take the honours in
the Super-Production with the
Production class won by Adrian
Cannon and Jonathan Rooney.
Servicing throughout the event will
take place at the Ice Dome with
scrutineering occurring from
Saturday afternoon. Competitors will
leave servicing at 9 o’clock on
Sunday morning ahead of the first of
seven stages that will take place in
Tallonstown, Clogherhead and Cooley.
Each stage will be run multiple times
with Tallonstown run on three
occasions, including the opening and
closing stages. The seven stages
measure 112.1 km with the

ceremonial finish at 18.00 hours.
In light of the tragic event on last
weekend’s Donegal International
Rally, when co-driver Thomas
Maguire died as a result of a crash,
the importance of safety for both
competitors and spectators is of
paramount importance. Clerk of the
course, Shane Briscoe, was keen to
promote the importance of safety for
the event stressing that “it is
important that spectators listen and
adhere to the advice of the marshals
at the event.”
Briscoe also went on say that “he
wished to thank the volunteers who
make an event such as this possible.”

CRICKET Dundalk Cricket Club

Cricket returns to Dundalk

Webber’s lucky escape

The safety car came out as a result of Vettel’s teammate, Mark
Webber, suffering a terrifying crash when the Australian ran into
the back of the Lotus of Heikki Kovalainen. Webber had made a
poor start and ended the opening lap in ninth position.
After only a handful of laps his team decided that there was a
sufficient gap developing within the midfield for Webber to make
his sole pit stop and change tyres in an attempt to regain track
position on his rivals.
Webber emerged after a poor pit stop at the back of the field
just ahead of the Virgin Racing cars and behind the Lotus of
Heikki Kovalainen. Once the tyres were within their operating
range Webber knew that it was time to pounce on his Finnish
rival and start his fight back through the field.
Thus far this season the Lotus team has been the most
impressive of the new entrants into Formula 1 but their car
clearly lacks in available downforce. Downforce is the force
created by the aerodynamics of the car that increase the loading
on the tyres, the intention of this force is to allow the car to
corner faster and create more grip for the driver.
Webber decided to attack down the back straight and utilise
the superior top speed of his car and greater downforce to make
his move under braking into the tight left handed hairpin. He
closed far quicker than expected on Kovalainen and became
airborne after contact.
The Red Bull flipped over and landed on its roll over hoop.
With the pair racing for position Kovalainen was under no
obligation to concede the position, a point that Webber agreed
with, but with Webber enjoying such a significant speed it was
clear that the Lotus would not be able to hold off the Red Bull for
too long.
Speaking after the incident Webber was keen to stress that
the crash was a racing incident. He said that “I was surprised to
see Heikki defending as hard as he did; he broke 80 metres
earlier than I had the previous lap. It takes two to tango but the
thing that amazed me was how early he braked. He probably was
braking at his normal point but it was a lot earlier than my
braking point.”

The dangers of large speed differentials

There is a massive speed differential between the Lotus and Red
Bull and it was quite interesting that the incident occurred just a
few days after the World Motorsport Council announced that
from next season we will see cars equipped with moveable rear
wings in an attempt to facilitate more overtaking by giving the
following car less downforce down the straight and thus a higher
top speed than the car of a rival.
In light of this incident the dangers of such a system are clear
to see. The closing speeds of cars with different levels of
aerodynamic performance can be massive and the damage done
as a result of a crash could be cataclysmic.
Last weekend’s crash will surely have awoken the regulators
to the dangers of the new rules and while Mark Webber and
Heikki Kovalainen had a lucky escape Formula 1 might not be so
lucky if it tempts fate with new regulations.

A panoramic snapshot from the first Cricket match played in Co Louth in twenty years which took place between the newly formed Dundalk CC and Sligo CC.
The occasion was the Dick O’Neill Cup match played at Dundalk CC’s home ground on the Green Road, Dromiskin.
THE fledgling Dundalk Cricket
Club goes from strength to
strength, playing three sun
drenched games in six days last
week.
On Saturday last the club
entertained south Dublin club
YMCA on the wonderful new
ground at the Green Road in
Dromiskin. And although Dundalk
did not win the match, with current
emphasis on the provision of
games for as many as possible, it
proved a big success as four new
players Etienne Nelson, Ian
Walker, Waleed and Phil Osborn
were blooded alongside Bertie
Mulholland, Brendan Watters,
Conan Martin, Brian Morris, Ash
Mohamed, Derek Turner, Steve
Bogan and Michael McEvoy. Phil
scored a wonderful 46 to bring
Dundalk to an impressive 92 for 3
before falling to YMCA’s excellent
leg break bowler Alistair Green
who precipitated a major collapse
by the home team.
The shock of the low 105 total
was lightened by the camaraderie
and delicious sandwiches and cake
over tea where YMCA skipper
Derek Dockrell, a great friend of
the club, was presented with a
memento volume on ‘Kavanagh’s
Country’. After promising early
breakthroughs by Ash and Ian,
YMCA weathered the storm to win
by seven wickets.
On the same morning, Dundalk
CC had considerable success in the
Round Robin six-aside Microsoft
Challenge in Pembroke Cricket
Club in Sandymount in Dublin.
Sajan
Jeyaseelan,
Michael
Hughes, Jiwan Jodhani, Sunil
Kumar, Raj Dhoon and Bala
Murugan were just deprived of
lifting the trophy outright for

Dundalk when Sandyford CC hit
two runs off the final ball of the
final match! Great effort, lads.
The previous Sunday, the first
cricket match seen in County
Louth in twenty years baptised the
Green Road ground in splendid
fashion. A great mixture of
aficionados and curious drifters
graced the boundary on deck
chairs and benches sporting
varying degrees of sun gear to
witness Dundalk CC’s first ever
competitive match, Round One of
the Dick O’Neill Cup against Sligo.
Although there was a distinctly
festive atmosphere surrounding
the occasion, the tussle on the
pitch was electric. Despite Sajan
taking four excellent wickets, Sligo
put up a tough total of 219 of which
the extremely strong Rashid
Waseem hit 119.
Dundalk’s reply of 154 was
admirable with Ash Mohamed 28,
Sunil 23, Sajan 22, and Derek
Turner
21
being
the
big
contributors.
The rest of the team, Steve
Bogan, Jiwan Jodhani, Conan
Martin, Shibu Ittiavira, Hassan
Butt, Kalkeran Kieran, Bala
Murugan and Eddie BosanoAndrews all played their part in
ensuring that Dundalk will be very
welcome entrants in the cup again
next year.
All are welcome to training at
the Green Road on Wednesdays at
5.30pm. Under-18s and ladies are
particularly welcome, and for
those who have never played
before, first class coaching is
available.
Bats, pads and other equipment
are all provided. Contact Derek
Turner on 087-2627893 and at
derek@spiritstore.ie.

The Dundalk CC team who took to the field in their home match at Green
Road, Dromiskin last Saturday. Back L-R: Bertie Mulholland, Waleed, Brendan
Waters, Pat Kavanagh (umpire), Etienne Nelson, Phil Osborn, Ian Walker and
Conan Martin. Front L-R: Brian Morris, Ash Mohamed, Derek Turner, Steve
Bogan and Michael McEvoy.

Sunil Kumar (Dundalk CC) bowling at full pace to Sligo CC’s Rashid Waseem with Dundalk
wicket keeper Steve Bogan waiting in attendance in the first cricket match played in
twenty years in Co. Louth.

